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Abstract

Convolutional neural network inference on video data requires powerful hardware for real-time processing. Given the inherent coherence across consecutive frames, large parts of a video typically change little. By skipping identical image regions and truncating insignificant pixel updates, computational redundancy can in theory be reduced significantly. However, these theoretical savings have been difficult to translate into practice, as sparse updates hamper computational consistency and memory access coherence; which are key for efficiency on real hardware. With DeltaCNN, we present a sparse convolutional neural network framework that enables sparse frame-by-frame updates to accelerate video inference in practice. We provide sparse implementations for all typical CNN layers and propagate sparse feature updates end-to-end – without accumulating errors over time. DeltaCNN is applicable to all convolutional neural networks without retraining. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to significantly outperform the dense reference, cuDNN, in practical settings, achieving speedups of up to 7x with only marginal differences in accuracy. Our CUDA kernels and PyTorch extensions can be found at \url{https://github.com/facebookresearch/DeltaCNN}.

1. Introduction

Convolutional neural networks (CNN) are the state-of-the-art method for many image understanding tasks such as object detection, segmentation and pose estimation. Compared to multi-layer perceptrons, they require fewer parameters by spatially sharing parameters and perform better on image understanding tasks. However, to address the increasing complexity of datasets and tasks, CNNs have grown to hundreds of convolutional layers requiring tens of billions of floating point operations (FLOPs).

In the last few years, researchers have found many ways to lower the cost of convolutional layers: Depth-wise separable convolutions [28], optimizing the ratio between pixels, channels and layer count [30], quantization [14, 20, 22], pruning [13, 18] and specialized hardware [5, 6, 12], to name a few. While these methods achieve a significant improvement in general purpose inference, there still is strong interest to further reduce the computational cost of CNNs, particularly for real-time applications on mobile devices.

Recently, researchers started to exploit the temporal similarity commonly seen in surveillance cameras, license plate recognition cameras or webcams [1, 3, 9, 11, 16, 19, 23, 24, 27, 33, 34]. These applications often use CNNs on video input from fixed cameras, where high frame-to-frame similarity offers an orthogonal direction to reduce computational complexity. State-of-the-art frameworks for CNNs process each frame individually and therefore are not able to exploit frame-to-frame similarity. By reusing the results from previous frames in unchanged regions, the computational cost can theoretically be reduced greatly [1, 3, 11, 24] without reduction in accuracy. Furthermore, small and insignificant updates can be truncated to retain a high level of sparsity in activation throughout all layers of the CNN with only marginal differences in the final output [11, 24].

While researchers have shown that truncating small changes increases the sparsity and thereby reduces FLOPs theoretically, leveraging data sparsity efficiently to speed up inference with actual hardware remains an unsolved challenge. Since parallel SIMD devices, like GPUs, are typically used for CNN inference due to the advantage in operations per watt and memory bandwidth, it is necessary to evaluate the real-word speedup of sparse neural networks on such devices. Specialized inference hardware as well as GPUs are less efficient for excessive conditional statements than CPUs and suffer under less structured memory access, both conditions that naturally arise when processing sparse activations in neural networks. Thus, previous research results on sparse activation in CNNs do not translate to high speedup numbers in practice.

In this paper, we present the first fully sparse CNN, DeltaCNN, working on and optimized for GPUs. Our implementation translates potential savings of sparse activation
into real speedups in practice, outperforming the state-of-the-art cuDNN dense inference by a factor of up to 7x. The main contributions of this paper are:

• We propose DeltaCNN, the first sparse CNN with sparse data access end-to-end, from the input to the output for all layers, including convolution, pooling, activations, upsampling, normalization, etc. DeltaCNN is applicable to all CNNs with minor adaptation without retraining.

• We tackle memory bandwidth and control flow issues of sparse neural networks by a new kernel design involving masks and caches. We open source, to the best of our knowledge, the first GPU implementation of CNN operators for sparse input and output.

• We show the first GPU-based demonstration of leveraging data sparsity for CNN acceleration by speeding up three networks for object detection and human pose estimation on three types of GPUs by up to 7x.

Our evaluations on three GPU architectures show that DeltaCNN is efficiently implemented, matching the speed of cuDNN when operating without sparsity. In sparse mode, we achieve speedups of up to 7x over cuDNN.

2. Related Work

Recent work on exploiting frame-to-frame similarity in videos can coarsely be divided into two groups: optimized model architectures and exploiting feature sparsity by truncating insignificant updates.

2.1. Efficient video CNN architectures

Efficient CNNs aim to reduce the frequency in which the most expensive part of the network, the backbone, is processed. Two path models use a fine-grained feature generation on key frames and a coarse-grained update path for frames in between [9, 23]. Alternatively, the fine-grained features can be adapted directly, e.g. by using optical flow of the network input [16, 34]. Our approach does not require any changes to the network architecture and automatically performs fine-grained updates where required.

2.2. Sparsity in videos

Data sparsity in CNNs can be understood as zero-valued features in the feature maps. While activation functions like ReLU already lead to some level of feature sparsity, sparsity in videos can typically be increased greatly by using the difference between the current and the previous frame as input (see Figure 1). This way, background and static features become zero and can be skipped. This characteristic is utilized both in 2D [1, 3, 11, 24] and in 3D [25] CNNs.

Update truncation Recurrent Residual Module (RRM) [24] and CBInfer [3] show that sparsity can be increased even further by truncating insignificant updates without significant loss of accuracy. Contrary to them, Skip-Convolution [11] does not truncate input features, but output features instead. This can lead to higher sparsity, but requires dense updates at a regular schedule (4-8 frames). We use a combination of these ideas. Like Skip-Convolution and CBInfer, we use a spatial (per pixel) sparsity, since structured sparsity better suits SIMD architectures than per value sparsity. Like RRM, we decide per input pixel if an update is required. While having a single input pixel triggering an update of many output pixels may increase FLOPs compared to Skip-Convolution, it is crucial in enabling a continuous inference in sparse mode without accumulating errors over time.

Caching the previous state RRM, CBInfer and Skip-Convolution cache input and output feature maps from previous frames at every convolutional layer to process the differences, increase sparsity and then accumulate the outputs together with dense outputs from previous frames. All operations between convolutions are processed densely. While this strategy reduces FLOPs, it increases memory transfer. To reduce the memory overhead, [1] proposed to only store input and output buffers on key convolutional layers and only use frame differences in between. This approach fails for nonlinear layers like pooling or activation functions and may lead to significant errors (see Section 3.1). DeltaCNN performs all operations sparsely, by comparing only the input features (camera image) against the complete previous input, propagating the sparse feature updates throughout all layers. The dense results are only accumulated at the final layer. This way, we also accelerate non-convolutional layers like pooling, upsampling and activations. Furthermore, we avoid switching between sparse and dense computations and only need to cache accumulated values for nonlinear layers, reducing the number of caches compared to [3, 11, 24], without loss in accuracy.
Figure 2. Illustration of inference over three frames using DeltaCNN for a toy network that consists of convolution, activation, pooling, and upsampling layers. The first frame $I_1$ is processed densely and is used to initialize the buffers for Dense Accumulated Values. In subsequent frames, Delta Generation subtracts the previous input from the current to generate an Update Mask and a Sparse Delta feature map containing only significant pixel updates. After Sparse Convolution, causing the update mask to dilate, Sparse Activation & Truncation truncates small values to increase sparsity. After the final layer, the Sparse Delta output is accumulated onto the previous output buffer to generate a Dense Output $O^i$ for frame $I^i$.

2.3. CNN kernels for sparse data

While RRM and Skip-Convolution showed that sparsity in videos can be used to significantly lower FLOPs, they could not show that their approach translates to wall-clock time improvements compared to state-of-the-art dense CNN frameworks. Existing sparse convolution implementations like Sparse Blocks Network (SBNet) [26] and Submanifold Sparse Convolutional Network (SSC) [10] utilize data sparsity to accelerate inference, but are not designed for video inference. Both of these methods assume that the input data is inherently sparse, like handwriting or object boundaries in 3D volumes for SSC, or semantic segmentation masks for SBNet. They do not utilize any mechanism like a cache for storing the dense state of previous frames, and can therefore not be applied on videos. Pack and detect [17] performs full convolutions only on key frames and continuous updates on a smaller image containing the previously detected regions of interest. Unfortunately, the packing operations lead to a large overhead to every convolutional layer. CBlInfer implements general sparse convolutions and pooling operations optimized for video input. They perform change detection, change indexing, feature gathering, convolution and feature scattering operations for each convolution. This allows them to utilize fine grained sparsity, but comes with significant data movement overhead and requires convolution algorithms which are inferior compared to leading implementations like cuDNN. In contrast, our approach performs the convolution directly on the feature maps without the need for pre- or post-processing. Together with sparse feature maps, we propagate update masks between layers – starting computations only where necessary.

3. Method

We propose DeltaCNN, an end-to-end sparse CNN framework for accelerating video inference by exploiting frame-to-frame similarity. DeltaCNN replaces all dense tensor operations with sparse operations using an update mask to track which pixels to process. DeltaCNN increases the sparsity with minimal changes in the network output, and processes only the sparse frame updates for each layer.

3.1. Delta value propagation

The core feature of DeltaCNN is to propagate sparse frame updates through the network end-to-end (see Figure 2). To reuse computation of previous frames by adding update tensors, we need to support both linear (e.g. convolutions) and nonlinear (e.g. activations) layers in a CNN.

**Linearity of convolutions** Convolutions ($c$) are linear operators (see Figure 1), i.e.

$$c(x + \delta x) = c(x) + c(\delta x).$$

This allows us to use the difference between two images, called delta, as input to the convolution. Delta outputs can be fed as input to consecutive convolutions without the need to accumulate delta updates over multiple frames.

**Nonlinear layers** Most activation functions, however, are nonlinear. For example, the ReLU activation is defined as:

$$f_{\text{ReLU}}(x) = \max(x, 0).$$
The nonlinearity of the activation function poses a challenge to update previous results by \textit{delta} updates. For example,
\[
f_{\text{ReLU}}(-1) + f_{\text{ReLU}}(2) \neq f_{\text{ReLU}}(1).
\]
To solve this challenge, we keep track of accumulated inputs to nonlinear layers.

For a given activation or pooling function \( f \), the \textit{delta} output \( \delta y \) is defined as
\[
\delta y = f(x + \delta x) - f(x)
\]
with \( \delta x \) being the \textit{delta} input. The difference, \( \delta y \), is then used as \textit{delta} input for subsequent layers. Every nonlinear layer stores its own buffer holding the previous accumulated inputs. The buffers are initialized during the first frame performing dense inference, and kept up-to-date using the \textit{delta} of the following frames. Previously accumulated inputs implicitly include all biases applied before them. Thus, biases in convolutional and batch normalization layer are only applied in the first frame.

\textbf{Truncating small updates} Since activation functions follow most convolutional layers, and need to operate on every pixel in the feature map, combining activation and truncation into a single operation helps to minimize overhead. The decision about which values can be truncated is made on a per-pixel level; we truncate a given pixel (setting all channels to 0) and mark it unchanged if \( \max_{x} |\delta y_{x}| \leq \epsilon \). If any \( |\delta y_{x}| \) is larger than \( \epsilon \), the pixel is marked as updated, and we use an accumulated values buffer \( x_{A}^{A} \) to store the current value at frame \( i \),
\[
x_{i}^{A} = x_{i-1}^{A} + \delta x.
\]
However, small truncations can add up over time and lead to a decrease in accuracy with every frame. \textit{E.g.}, when the sun is slowly rising, lighting up an outdoor scene, the frame to frame differences are too small to trigger an update, and the accumulated errors cannot be corrected after being dropped once. To solve this issue, we introduce a second buffer \( x^{T} \) containing the accumulated truncations since the last update. The truncated values \( x^{T} \) are used together with the delta values \( \delta x \) and the accumulated values \( x^{A} \) in activation functions:
\[
\delta y = f(x^{A} + x^{T} + \delta x) - f(x^{A}).
\]
When a pixel is truncated, \( \delta x \) is added onto the truncated values buffer \( x^{T} \). When a pixel is marked as updated, \( x^{A} \) is updated using
\[
x_{i}^{A} = x_{i-1}^{A} + x_{i-1}^{T} + \delta x
\]
and the truncated values buffer \( x_{i}^{T} \) is set to zero (see Figure 3). Using this technique, DeltaCNN only requires one dense initial frame, and can apply sparse updates indefinitely without accumulating errors over time.

![Figure 3. Illustration of the activation and truncation function. It performs activations with accumulated values, truncates the \textit{delta} \( \delta x \) output, and updates the accumulated \( x^{A} \) and truncated \( x^{T} \) values buffers. In this example, \textit{ReLU} is used as activation function \( f \) and the truncation threshold \( \epsilon \) is set to 1.5. Colored tiles indicate relations between inputs, updated state and output values.](image)

\subsection{3.2. Design considerations for GPUs}

General purpose GPUs allow for the execution of arbitrary code on many core devices. Yet, theoretical instruction reductions often do not translate into efficient GPU code. Non-consistent execution paths and incoherent memory access may lead to significant slowdowns. The key to high convolution performance on GPUs is to optimize memory accesses and generate locally coherent control flow.

\textbf{Update mask} While the changes propagated through the network are sparse, we store the delta features as dense tensors of the same shape in our GPU implementation; with zeroes for locations that can be ignored. To take a previous layer’s sparse output as input, every layer needs to know which pixels were updated. One approach to do this would be a zero-check on all values of the delta input at the beginning of each layer as done by previous work \cite{3, 11, 24}.

To avoid loading and checking entire inputs for updates, we propagate – together with the delta feature map – a spatial update mask which contains one value per pixel, indicating if it was updated or not. For every layer, before loading any other data, we first check the update mask of all input pixels and for an entire tile (see below) decide whether to skip all memory operations and computations. Independent of whether a tile is skipped, we write the update mask for the subsequent layer. Using the update mask, we do not need to initialize unprocessed values in feature maps to zero, as they are never read, reducing memory bandwidth even further.

\textbf{Memory considerations and tiled convolutions} Convolutional layers typically make up the majority of processing time in a CNN. While we provide optimized implementations for various layer types, we focus our design discussions around convolutions. These considerations naturally translate to other layer types.

A common approach to optimize memory reuse and locality in 2D convolutions is to process the image in tiles, with each tile processed by a cooperative thread array (CTA). This way, input features and filter parameters can be kept local and reused multiple times. The tile size is chosen in a
way to balance the trade-off between memory access and the level of parallelism. Larger tiles reduce memory access but require more resources.

Previous work on sparse convolutions focused on FLOP reductions, but hardly showed wall-clock time improvements in practice. Utilizing sparsity on a fine-grained level to avoid unnecessary multiplications requires many additional conditional jumps and may lead to scattered memory operations, easily costing more time than they save, even when the majority of FLOPs can be skipped.

**Per-tile sparsity vs. sub-tile sparsity** Instead of fine-grained conditions, we employ sparsity on a tile level. In the case of even only one pixel of a tile being updated, the cost is nearly as high as when all pixels are updated, since all filter parameters need to be loaded and multiple output pixels need to be processed and written. For example, consider a tile size of 5x5 output pixels, a 3x3 convolution kernel with 256 channels, requiring a 7x7 input. In this example, one CTA loads 12,544 input features and 589,824 filter parameters and performs 14,745,600 multiplications per tile. If any of the inputs are non-zero, most of the memory transfers are still required; only the number of multiplications could potentially be reduced.

**Control flow simplification** Convolution operations involve inputs, kernels, and outputs; knowing the association of the three components and their memory location in registers at compile time makes the computation more efficient. Excessive conditional control flows deciding whether to skip a pixel at a sub-tile level require loading variables, performing comparisons, and conditional jumps. This increases the number of executed instructions many times, deteriorating performance.

To avoid fine granular conditional jumps, we propose a hybrid kernel, deciding between three processing modes: skip, dense and very sparse. Tiles with no active input pixels skip all loads and computations. Tiles with five or more active input pixels (out of up to 64) are processed densely without any conditional jumps. Tiles with one to four updated input pixels use a special, highly optimized kernel: it iterates only over a short array of updated pixels gathered from the update mask, removing the need to check the update mask of all pixels many times during multiplication. Furthermore, in this mode we only load filter weights that are required for processing a specific tile. This way, we can reduce memory transactions by up to 8x, e.g. when there is only a single update in the top left corner and it will only affect the top left output pixel. The advantages and disadvantages of sub-tile sparsity are further evaluated in the supplemental material.

### 3.3. Truncation of insignificant updates

Convolutions dilate the update mask with every layer. A single pixel update in the input quickly expands to 49 pixels after three 3x3 convolutional layers. As not all updates contribute equally to the output of the network, we truncate insignificant updates to increase sparsity and thereby speedup inference. DeltaCNN compares the maximum norm of a pixel with the threshold $\epsilon$ to determine if the pixel update can be truncated.

Typically, the ideal $\epsilon$ will vary between networks and even layers. We auto tune each layer’s $\epsilon$ in a front-to-back manner on a small subset of the training set. Starting with a low $\epsilon$, we iteratively increase the layer’s $\epsilon$ as long as the loss stays below a predefined margin of error, i.e., we allow each truncation layer to contribute equally to the output error. Once the highest threshold below this margin is found, we freeze that layer’s $\epsilon$ and continue with the next in order of execution. Experiments show that we also need to limit the increase in accuracy when tuning for thresholds to avoid overfitting on the small subset of the training set.

### 3.4. Implementation

With the goal of not only accelerating convolutions, but the entire network, performing as many operations sparsely as possible is crucial. Hence, DeltaCNN provides sparse implementations for most common layers in today’s CNNs: convolutions, batch normalizations, pooling layers, upsampling layers, activations, concatenations and additions. We provide CUDA kernels (as cuDNN replacement) and PyTorch extensions that can be used as a direct replacement for the corresponding PyTorch layers, reusing the original parameters and model logic.

### 4. Evaluation

We evaluate DeltaCNN on two common image understanding tasks: human pose estimation (Human3.6M$^1$ [15]) and object detection (MOT16 [7] and WildTrack [4]). In both cases, we trained CNNs on video datasets using pre-trained weights from image datasets. After training, convolutional layers and batch normalization layers were fused where possible to improve performance both for the baselines as well as for DeltaCNN. Only the first and last layer for DeltaCNN operate on dense data, converting the dense video input to sparse delta features and converting from delta to dense accumulated outputs, respectively.

In all cases, we use multiple randomly selected training sequences, each consisting of 100 frames, and average the loss over all frames using auto-tuned $\epsilon$ thresholds (as described in Section 3.3). The maximum loss increase over all layers in total is set to 3%, with each layer only allowed to increase the loss by a fraction of this value. For the first truncation threshold, i.e., the input video normalized on ImageNet [8] color range, we use an increased threshold to suppress the background noise, but make sure to stay sensitive enough.

---

$^1$The Human 3.6M data was received and exclusively accessed by Mathias Parger. Meta did not have access to the data as part of this research.
Figure 4. Input masks generated using a threshold of $\epsilon = 0.5$ and 7 pixel dilation (a) and using a threshold of $\epsilon = 0.15$ without dilation (b). The dilated version runs 8% faster and achieves slightly more accurate results on the MOT16 dataset.

4.1. Human pose estimation

For human pose estimation, we use two different CNN architectures: HRNet [29] and Pose-ResNet [32]. The networks are initialized with weights pre-trained on ImageNet [8] and further trained on Human3.6M [15] with an input resolution of 384x384. Human3.6M is designed as a benchmark and does not provide the ground truth poses for the test set publicly. As our evaluation includes frame-by-frame analysis of accuracy, FLOPs and speedup, we use parts of the training set (Subject S11) for testing, and exclude them during training. The test set contains 120 videos with an average length of 1927 frames and therefore serves as a reference for how much error accumulates over long time evaluations with DeltaCNN.

4.2. Object detection

For object detection, we use EfficientDet [31], based on the parameter- and FLOPs-efficient EfficientNet architecture [30]. The network is trained on two different datasets: Multiple Object Tracking 16 (MOT16) [7] and WildTrack [4]. In both cases, we trained multiple configurations of EfficientDet on the video datasets with a 80/20 train/test split and initialized the network with weights pre-trained on the COCO dataset [21]. WildTrack provides videos with a frame rate of 60 frames per second (FPS), but the provided ground truth annotations use a frame rate of only 2 FPS. For speedup and accuracy evaluation, we feed the CNN with 60 FPS images to simulate real-time camera input, but report the accuracy only for every 30th frame. Both datasets are recorded in a 16:9 aspect ratio. Since EfficientDet is expecting an 1:1 input, we fill up the rest of the image with black pixels for accuracy evaluation. However, in this case, 43% of the image would never change and therefore lead to unfair advantage in performance comparisons. We level the playing field by scaling up the image uniformly and performing center cropping for frame rate measurements.

Figure 5. Results using DeltaCNN to accelerate EfficientDet-d1 inference on MOT16 and WildTrack. The first row shows predicted bounding boxes with DeltaCNN (blue) and with the dense reference network (white). The second row shows how many of the convolutional layers updated each pixel.

4.3. Hardware

Performance evaluations were conducted on three devices with different power targets and from different hardware generations: 1) Jetson Nano: a low-end mobile development kit with a power target of 10W and 128 CUDA cores. 2) Dell XPS 9560: a notebook equipped with a Nvidia GTX 1050 with 640 CUDA cores. 3) Desktop PC: a high-end desktop PC equipped with a Nvidia RTX 3090 with 10496 CUDA cores. The evaluations are performed with 32-bit floating point on the GTX 1050 and RTX 3090. On Jetson Nano, we use 16-bit floating point to reduce the memory overhead of weights and caches and to double the FLOPS throughput.

5. Results

We evaluate the accuracy versus speedup trade-off for human pose estimation and object detection before analyzing DeltaCNN’s characteristics and side effects of the sparse updates on temporal data.

5.1. Human pose estimation

For human pose estimation, we report accuracy as probability of correct keypoint normalized over head segment length (PCKh) [2] and compare the throughput with different batch sizes. Our results show that DeltaCNN significantly speeds up inference compared to cuDNN and previous work, with marginal loss of accuracy (Table 1). Tuning CBInfer’s thresholds to exactly match the accuracy of our method is difficult and can only be approximated. To emphasize DeltaCNN’s speed advantage, we relaxed the accuracy requirement when tuning the thresholds for CBInfer to allow it to leverage higher levels of sparsity. Even enforcing a much higher accuracy, we still outperform CBInfer speed-wise by 3x. It should be mentioned that due to CBInfer’s lack
of support for strided, dilated and depth-wise convolutions, 14% of HRNet’s and 7% of Pose-ResNet’s convolutions are processed with the dense cuDNN backend.

We accelerate inference on all tiers of GPUs, with higher speedup on slower devices. High-end GPUs like the RTX 3090 require larger batch sizes to benefit from skipping single tiles. This is because the RTX 3090 has over 10000 compute cores compared to 128 on the Jetson Nano. A batch size of one is typically not large enough to fully utilize the GPU when processing a single low-resolution input image. The surplus of available compute resources for these GPUs means freeing them up by skipping tiles makes little difference.

Detailed evaluations over all frames and kernels for HRNet show that only 6% of input pixels in convolutional layers are updated on average in our approach. 16% of the tiles were processed, resulting in a 84% reduction in FLOPs, and the overall memory transfers are reduced to 21% despite the overhead of reading and updating the additional buffers.

5.2. Object detection

For object detection, we use the Average Precision (AP) metric to measure accuracy. Compared to HRNet and Human3.6M, the EfficientDet model is computationally lightweight and the two datasets contain much denser motion (see Figure 5). Combined, this makes it more difficult to speed up compared to a heavy network and small and centered frame updates. Still, we are able to accelerate inference by a factor of 2.5x to 6.7x over the cuDNN baseline on both datasets and all devices with nearly identical accuracy.

Because CBInfer lacks support for strided and depthwise convolutions (Section 5.1), a third of the layers are processed with the cuDNN backend. CBInfer struggles to accelerate the lightweight network compared to the dense version and is in some cases over 2x slower than cuDNN, even with only 2/3rds of the layers replaced and a 65% reduction in FLOPs.

EfficientDet and EfficientNet provide multiple configurations of the networks (d0-d7) that use different resolutions, layer counts and numbers of channels. This allows us to show that DeltaCNN does not always require trading accuracy for speedup. Instead of using the cuDNN backend for the d0 configuration, DeltaCNN allows for much more accurate predictions (AP@0.5 of 64.0% vs 55.6% on the MOT16 dataset) with the d1 configuration with slightly higher frame rates (+5% on RTX 3090 up to +279% on Jetson Nano).

On the MOT16 dataset, we process nearly 60% of FLOPs of the dense baseline. However, on average, we are able to skip over 60% of the tiles, reducing memory bandwidth by 60%, and thereby achieve over 2x speedup over the dense baseline. Detailed evaluations of accuracy and frame rates for both datasets and both network configurations are reported in the supplementary material.

5.3. Additional evaluations

Besides differences in speed and accuracy, temporal reuse and update truncation cause side effects.

Improved stability When we set the goal of minimizing the number of updates, predictions become more temporally stable and react less to noise in the camera image or by overly sensitive networks. For example, for pose estimation with HRNet, the dense baseline produces 43% more joint position updates compared to DeltaCNN. This effect is especially visible when joints are static, but the dense prediction constantly jitters positions by a few pixels whereas DeltaCNN stays constant (see feet in Figure 6). The temporal stability can even help resolving difficult-to-track poses. Tiny frame-to-frame differences can lead to very different results with dense inference, whereas DeltaCNN mostly relies on information from previous frames and only applies sparse updates (Figure 6).

Threshold analysis Analyzing the tuned thresholds can reveal interesting insights about the contribution of each layer, or about how sensitive layers react to updates on the input. In case of EfficientDet, some branches of the EfficientNet backbone are turned off completely after the first frame, because the frame-by-frame changes do not impact the result. EfficientNet features squeeze and excitation layers, which use average pooling to scale the feature map down to a single pixel. Two convolutions and two activation functions are applied to this pixel before it is used to scale the features of the original feature map. Since average pooling over a sequence of a few seconds returns nearly identical results for all frames, all updates are truncated in the first activation/truncation layer in the squeeze and excitation branch.

Overhead Table 1 shows that DeltaCNN comes with very low overhead. In dense mode, we use negative thresholds to guarantee that all pixels will be reprocessed every time, allowing to compare against cuDNN. Like in sparse mode, we use delta values, accumulated and truncated values buffers and perform all steps including truncation to include all overhead. In most cases, especially for smaller batch sizes, we
still outperform cuDNN even when taking the extra steps. This may in part be due to static overheads and different parallelization strategies, leading to DeltaCNN providing more utilization on large GPUs. Yet, these evaluations show that DeltaCNN does not require a minimum level of sparsity to reach the break-even point between overhead and gains.

As DeltaCNN stores accumulated and truncated values, memory overhead scales linearly with batch size and is larger than the memory needed for evaluating the dense version. Recall that memory bandwidth is still reduced by DeltaCNN compared to dense evaluation. Depending on the network architecture, storage overhead can reduce gains when the largest possible batch size is too small to fully utilize the GPU. At the same time, DeltaCNN reduces cache size compared to CBInfer by 28% and 13% with HRNet and EfficientDet.

### 6. Discussion

Our evaluations show that DeltaCNN can speedup video inference with marginal loss of accuracy. Since DeltaCNN comes with significantly less overhead than previous work, our implementation can accelerate expensive CNNs just like FLOPs-efficient CNNs, datasets with sparse or dense updates and low-end as well as high-end GPUs alike. Thresholds can be tuned to gain identical accuracy with small speedup, or small decreases of accuracy with large speedup. DeltaCNN can even increase the accuracy at the same frame rate by allowing the use of larger networks.

**Tiled convolution** Our convolutions are processed in tiles, with a single pixel update on the input causing an entire tile to be processed. Compared to CBInfer, this reduces the computational savings for unstructured sparsity, as CBInfer can control sparsity per output pixel. Yet, as the authors of CBInfer stated, frame-to-frame updates are typically structured and per pixel sparsity mainly helps to accelerate the halo of updated regions [3], which contribute only a small portion of the updated pixels. At the same time, our approach achieves state-of-the-art performance for dense inference, allowing us to accelerate even very dense scenes from the MOT16 and WildTrack datasets.

**Limitations** One major limitation of temporally sparse CNNs, and therefore also of DeltaCNN, is that they only work well on fixed camera input. Even small camera motion can lead to nearly dense updates, at least for the first few layers. Later layers with lower resolution input are often able to truncate parts of the updates, but overall speedup still deteriorates.

Another disadvantage of temporally sparse CNNs is the memory overhead which increases linearly with the batch size. Compared to RRM, Skip-Convolutions and CBInfer, DeltaCNN requires roughly 20% less cache memory. Still, memory can be a limiting factor, especially on low-end devices. If device memory is insufficient, memory overhead could be lowered by omitting delta truncation on some of the activation layers. In this case, the truncated values buffer $x^t$ can be avoided at the cost of greater update density.

### 7. Conclusion

In this paper, we describe DeltaCNN, a method and the corresponding implementation for accelerating CNN inference on video input. DeltaCNN is, to the best of our knowledge, the first solution to offer an end-to-end propagation of sparse frame updates and the first approach of its kind to achieve speedups in practice. With a design optimized for GPUs, we are able to outperform the state-of-the-art framework for dense inference and existing sparse implementations alike. Our approach can be ported to other platforms and processors optimized for CNN acceleration, as the core of the convolution is unaware of sparsity, and speedup is gained by skipping tiles entirely without introducing large processing overhead.
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